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Abstract—Learning discriminative features is crucial for various robotic applications such as object detection and classification. In this
paper, we present a general framework for the analysis of the discriminative properties of haptic signals. Our focus is on two crucial
components of a robotic perception system: discriminative feature extraction and metric-based feature transformation to enhance the
separability of haptic signals in the projected space. We propose a set of hand-crafted haptic features (generated only from
acceleration data), which enables discrimination of real-world textures. Since the Euclidean space does not reflect the underlying
pattern in the data, we propose to learn an appropriate transformation function to project the feature onto the new space and apply
different pattern recognition algorithms for texture classification and discrimination tasks. Unlike other existing methods, we use a
triplet-based method for improved discrimination in the embedded space. We further demonstrate how to build a haptic vocabulary by
selecting a compact set of the most distinct and representative signals in the embedded space. The experimental results show that the
proposed features augmented with learned embedding improves the performance of semantic discrimination tasks such as
classification and clustering and outperforms the related state-of-the-art.
Index Terms—Haptic vocabulary design, boosted semantic embedding, distance metric learning, discriminative spectral feature,
haptic textures.
F
1 INTRODUCTION
Understanding different sensory inputs is essential for de-
signing autonomous robots and artificial intelligence (AI)
devices. In order to perform real-world operations, a robot
must be able to perceive, comprehend, and discriminate
objects in its surroundings. While visual perception is suf-
ficient for most robotics applications [1], [2], [3], some
challenging real-world scenarios require additional sensory
input such as tactile feedback to discriminate objects with
similar visual features or to overcome vision limitations
such as occlusion. In this work, we aim to develop a general
framework for the analysis of the discriminative properties
of haptic signals, specifically (a) what features enable high
automated discrimination of different real-world signals, and
(b) how we can effectively improve semantic discrimination
of these signals by projecting signals in the embedding
space using a learned distance metric. Our specific focus
is on haptic textures: force feedback recordings of different
surface materials, which can be played back via a haptic
renderer. We use the texture database provided by Strese
et al. [4]
Discriminative feature plays a crucial role in several ap-
plications such as object detection [1], semantic classification
[4], [5], and scene understanding [3]. Some recent works [6],
[7], [8] explore methods for surface material classification
using multi-modal features. The method shows improve-
ment in classification performance by combining haptic and
visual features. However, in cases where only the haptic
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modality (acceleration data) is used to generate features,
the reported classification accuracy is low (∼30-40%). Only
with the inclusion of other modalities such as image, sound,
friction, and scanning velocity does the accuracy improve.
However, this requires additional sensing hardware, which
adds cost and reduces the general-purpose usability of
haptic devices. Moreover, the feature vectors in some of
these works are also quite high-dimensional (e.g., 125-D
in [9]), which can lead to overfitting. Further, none of the
above methods show the significance of the distance metric
in improving classification performance.
Learning an appropriate distance metric is fundamental
to the robotic perception system. Several applications, in-
cluding assistive devices such as digital screen reader, color
identifiers, and navigational tools design, require a set of
well distinguishable haptic signals for effective communi-
cation. Most often, in the original data representation, no
underlying pattern is easily visible. The data is typically too
high-dimensional, and different classes of signals are not
well-separated in this space. To see the structural pattern
within the data, we must project it to a (typically lower-
dimensional) feature space through an appropriate trans-
formation. Depending upon how the projection operator
is learned, the projected data reflects the distinguishability
between signals. We use a standard distance metric learning
approach that projects feature to an embedding space such
that similar materials are placed together and dissimilar
ones far apart. Some prior works [10], [11] use the MDS-
based projection approach. However, these methods are
non-parametric and cannot compute a suitable projection
of a new signal with new features at test time.
We propose a general computational framework,
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Fig. 1: Overview of the proposed algorithm.
founded on a novel set of spectral features for haptic tex-
tures generated only from acceleration data, augmented by
a boosted embedding technique trained with semantic su-
pervision. Such embedding has several important benefits.
The performance of various pattern recognition algorithms,
such as classification and clustering, can improve signifi-
cantly after re-scaling the data using a learned embedding
[12]. The embedding can also be used for evaluating the
perceptual dissimilarity between two data points: first, the
data are projected using a learned distance metric, and then
a standard Euclidean metric is used to compute dissimilar-
ity [13]. Some recent work in computer vision and image
processing explores some of these ideas [14], [15]. However,
this area is relatively unexplored in the haptics domain.
Contributions: The primary contributions of our work are
as follows:
1) We propose a novel set of spectral features that enable
discrimination of different real-world textures. We call
this constant Q-factor filter bank (CQFB) feature, and
it’s briefly described in [13].
2) We present a general framework for the semantic dis-
crimination of haptic signals. We demonstrate that the
CQFB feature augmented with the boosted embedding
gives much better performance of semantic discrimi-
nation tasks such as classification and clustering than
without embedding.
3) Further, we demonstrate how to builds a compact,
discriminative dictionary of haptics signals by choos-
ing a small, well-separated set of landmarks of the
embedding space. In our knowledge, it is not done
in any prior work. Our experimental results show that
the discrimination error of the constructed vocabulary
is significantly lesser than for any randomly chosen
subset. An overview of our framework is shown in Fig.
1.
2 RELATED WORK
We overview two main areas of research relevant to our
work: algorithms for surface material classification and
strategies to construct a haptic vocabulary of most distinct
signals.
2.1 Haptic Surface Classification
Distinguishing between surface materials using haptic
touch is difficult due to the presence of high-frequency
vibrations component in the texture signals. Several prior
works use different discriminative textural features such as
roughness, friction, and hardness of materials for classifica-
tion tasks [4], [6], [8], [9], [16], [17], [18]. Strese et al. [4], [6],
[8] use multi-modal feature (tactile and visual) to improve
the performance of classifier. Authors in [6], [7] employ the
powerful capability of the deep neural network to learn
automated discriminative features, again using multi-modal
sensory inputs. Joseph et al. [5] and Strese et al. [4] report
very low classification accuracy (∼30-40%) when haptic data
(acceleration signal) alone is used for feature extraction.
Joseph et al. [5] and Jeremy et al. [19] shows that success-
ful recognition of surface material depends on scanning
velocity and normal force applied during recording. Strese
et al. [16] mitigates this effect by proposing a deep neural
network approach that learns features from acceleration and
tapping data.
Another exciting line of work [9], [19], [20] shows along
with tactile information, the prior knowledge of exploratory
movements is also needed to characterize the objects. A
study by Lederman et al. [20] shows significant improve-
ment in KNN classification accuracy (from 48% to 68%)
using multiple exploratory movements. Further, Jeremy
et al. [19] build an advanced model that adaptively selects
the optimal feature and the optimal exploratory movements.
Moreover, they use a high-end BioTac sensor for haptic
data recording, which has similar mechanical properties
as a human fingertip. They report a classification accu-
racy of around 95% on 117 textures. In contrast to our
approach, all methods use either multi-modal or high-end
data recording sensors such as a biomimetic sensor and
multiple exploratory movements for feature generation. Our
approach tries to classify 69 surface materials using the
acceleration data alone, which is recorded using a low-cost
acceleration sensor (LIS344ALH) in a single exploration.
The dimension of our feature vector is also low (only 10-
13). Moreover, our method provides a formal and general
representation of haptic textures that directly captures the
relationship between different signals in terms of similarity
or dissimilarity.
32.2 Haptic Vocabulary Design
There are only a few papers that study methods to build a
haptic vocabulary of representative haptic signals. Hollins
et al. [10] proposed an embedding method that projects sur-
face textures into lower dimensional space where Euclidean
distance between surface textures reflects perceptual dissim-
ilarity between them. The technique uses multidimensional
scaling (MDS) for mapping inputs to lower-dimensional
space. Enriquez et al. [11], who develop a set of 9 haptic
icons that are perceptually well separated and distinguish-
able, again using MDS [21]. In contrast to these work,
we use a parametric distance metric learning approach for
modeling dissimilarity between haptic signals. Unlike the
MDS-based approach, our approach learns the embedding
as a function of signal features. It can be directly applied
to compute a suitable projection of a new signal with new
features, whereas MDS is a non-parametric mapping that
does not extend to new unseen samples. Moreover, the
MDS method is not easily adapted to different kinds of
constraints.
3 METHOD
In this section, we present the various stages of our frame-
work. First, we describe the initial data processing step and
then explain how we construct our features and learn the
embedding to improve separability between two materials
in Section 3.1 and Section 3.2, respectively. Our objective is
to learn a distance metric over the input space consisting of
haptic data (acceleration data) of different surface materials
such as stone, wood, grass, paper, etc. The learned distance
metric re-scale the data in the embedding space such that
the dissimilar haptic signals (say stone and grass) are placed
far apart, and a similar pair (say stone and granite) are
placed close together. Among the freely available dataset
[4], [22], we choose texture datasets provided by [4] for
our study. Unlike image or audio data, haptic data are not
widely available. Although our method does not pose any
limitation to use a specific kind of dataset, we choose this
dataset because data recording is done in a controlled en-
vironment with respect to scanning force and speed. Hence
the features are more reliable. The given dataset consists
of acceleration signal, sound, friction force, and image of
69 different surface materials. The acceleration signal is
recorded using an acceleration sensor attached with a haptic
stylus. The detailed procedure of data recording is explained
in [4].
To reduce the dimension of data, we combine the three
components of the acceleration signal to one using DFT321
[23]. As mentioned in [23], the method preserves the spectral
characteristic of the acceleration signal even after reducing
the dimension. The psychophysical studies show that touch
is highly sensitive up to 1 kHz frequency, and the optimal
sensing frequency is around 250 Hz [24]. We thus have taken
a signal spectrum within the frequency of 1 kHz for feature
extraction. The various stages involved in our algorithm are
illustrated in Fig. 1. Each stage of the algorithm is explained
in the following sections.
3.1 Feature extraction
The major problem in learning discriminative feature with
time series data is the phase invariant compact repre-
sentation. Moreover, the distance metric used for feature
transformation heavily relies on the meaningful feature to
place similar data close to each other and dissimilar data
far apart. However, in a high dimensional space, like in
the case of time-series data, the contrast between similar
and dissimilar data decreases [25]. In other words, the
distance between two similar points almost approaches the
distance between two dissimilar points. Moreover, high di-
mensionality in data makes the algorithm computationally
expensive. Therefore it is essential to select the right feature
set which can compactly represent the input data, keeping
only important information while discarding the noise and
redundant data. The frequency-domain analysis of texture
signal is useful in terms of the reduction of correlated data
or noise. Hence in our learning algorithm, we use spectral
features.
Fig. 2: Illustration of the feature extraction process. A vari-
able bandwidth Gaussian shaped filter bank with constant
Q-factor is used for feature extraction.
In [17], [19], [26], authors have either used low-frequency
components of the signal or the k largest spectral coefficients
as a feature vector. However, none of them can be used in
our work. The signal of our interest (texture or vibration)
is intrinsically high-frequency data. Therefore we cannot
use just the low-frequency components of signal for feature
extraction. Hence it is important to design a suitable feature
space considering low as well as high-frequency compo-
nents of the signal. We now describe the feature generation
techniques that we have used. The proposed feature space
was briefly introduced in [13] without any details. Note
that our method only uses freehand movement acceleration
data, unlike [4] and [16], where features are extracted using
images, friction, sound, and acceleration data in the first
case and tapping and movement acceleration data in the
latter case.
We use DFT321 [23] to combine 3-axes acceleration data
y(t) into a single vector representing the spectral magnitude
Y (w). Subsequently, one can divide the entire spectrum
into N number of bins of equal width, and compute the
total spectral energy within each bin. This would leave us
with a feature vector of length N . However, It has been
shown that the human sensitivity to vibration is not a
linear function of frequency; rather, it falls exponentially
as frequency increases [27]. Hence a constant bandwidth
bin would not serve the purpose of producing discrimi-
native features. Hence we propose to vary the bin size in
4geometric proportion as one moves from low frequency to
high frequency, keeping the number of bins the same. Thus
low-frequency components get more prominence compared
to the high-frequency components, in addition to reducing
the effect of noise in the data. Further, instead of using a
rectangular window to integrate the spectral components
within a bin, we use a window with an appropriate width of
σ to provide certain spectral overlap between adjacent bins.
We call these as constant Q factor filter-bank to obtain the
feature vector. The process of feature extraction is illustrated
in Fig. 2.
We apply a variable bandwidth Gaussian shaped filter
bank {Wj(w)}Nj=1 on frequency spectrum of the signal Y (w)
as shown in Fig. 2. The sigma(σ) and center frequency (fc)
of Gaussian kernel is varied in geometric progression with
a constant Q factor α. At α equal to one, we get regularly
spaced, constant bandwidth spectral bin. In order to keep
the Q-factor constant, we vary the center frequency (fc) as
well as σ of the Gaussian kernel in geometric progression as
follows-
fcj = α
j−1fc1 ; σj = α
j−1σ1; j ∈ [1, N ] (1)
where N denotes the dimension of the feature vector. Since
the central frequency of the last Gaussian window(fcN )
cannot exceed the maximum frequency of spectrum (fmax),
we have fixed fcN equal to fmax. Thereafter we compute
other required parameters of the Gaussian filter bank as
follow-
1) First we find center frequency of the first Gaussian
window (fc1 ) using Eq. 1, ie, fmax = α
N−1fc1 .
2) Now we compute sigma of the first Gaussian window
(σ1) such that its passband dies down to 10% level at
zero frequency, ie, e−
f2c1
2σ21
= 0.1.
Having estimated fc1 and σ1, one can find fcj and σj ∀ j
using Eq.1. One may note that
fcj
σj
is the same for all j and
hence theQ factor is constant. The computed jth component
of feature is given by
aj =
∫ fj
fj−1
Wj(w)|Y (w)|2dw j ∈ [1, N ] (2)
We call the derived feature x = {a1, a2, .....aN} as constant
Q-factor bandwidth (CQFB) feature. The next step of our
algorithm is to learn an appropriate distance metric on the
feature space for better distinguishability of haptic textures.
3.2 Learning semantic embedding
Our goal is to learn a feature transformation matrix M ∈
RN×N such that in the projected space, the Euclidean dis-
tance between two haptic signals is indicative of dissimilar-
ity between them. We use the metric learning algorithm pro-
posed by Chunhua et al. in [28] for feature transformation.
Mahalanobis distance matrix is one of the popular distance
metrics that define the distance between two points xi and
xj as
dM (xi, xj) = ‖xi − xj‖M = ‖L(xi − xj)‖2
=
√
(xi − xj)TM(xi − xj)
(3)
where M = LTL is the learned N ×N matrix and xi, xj ∈
RN . Estimating the Mahalanobis distance dM (xi, xj) is
equivalent to first transforming the data into a new space
by using projection x → LTx and then applying Euclidean
metric on the transformed data. When M is an identity
matrix, the distance turns out to be Euclidean distance. One
of the major challenges in learning the Mahalanobis matrix
is to ensure the positive semi-definiteness constraint on
the learned matrix M . To ensure positive semi-definiteness,
sometimes transformation matrix L is learned instead of M
[29], [30]. But this approach does not ensure the convergence
to the global optimal value as the cost function becomes
non-convex in this case. The standard SDP (semidefinite
programming) solver can also be used to ensure the global
optimum, but SDP is inefficient for metric learning, es-
pecially when the feature dimension is high. A different
approach to circumvent the problem was proposed by Xing
et al. in [12]. They use iteratively projected gradient descent
method in which at each iteration, the solution is projected
onto a positive semidefinite cone by decomposing the eigen-
values and substituting the negative eigenvalues by zero.
The approach ensures the positive semi-definiteness of the
matrix, but it offers a poor estimate of M .
3.2.1 Boosting technique
The BoostMetric technique [28] addresses this challenge
by incorporating the properties of a positive semi-definite
matrix in its learning approach itself. The technique is based
on the properties that any positive semi-definite matrix can
be decomposed into a linear combination of trace-one, rank-
one matrices. Hence it tries to learn the trace-one and rank-
one matrix iteratively. The final BoostMetric M ∈ RN×N
takes form of M =
∑K
k=1 wkUk. The wk is the non-negative
weight and the matrix Uk is a trace-one, rank-one matrix.
Apart from handling the positive-definiteness constraint
elegantly, the BoostMetric has some additional desirable
properties such as it is computationally less expensive, has
the scalability to a large dataset, does not require parameter
tuning like Adaboost [31] or LMNN [32]. Moreover, It fits
very well to the domain of haptic texture discrimination, as
it will be explained later.
The input to the boosting algorithm requires a set C of
order relations among data.
C = {(xi, xj , xk) | dM (xi, xj) < dM (xi, xk)} (4)
Here the training samples xi and xj belong to the
same class, and xk belongs to a different class. The set of
constraints C is in the form of triplets of training samples
where the sample xi is closer to sample xj than xk. The
constraints are derived from the assumption that the dis-
tance among intra-class samples is smaller than inter-class
samples. Hence in the framework of BoostMetric, we want
to minimize the intra-class distance and maximize the inter-
class distance. In order to create well separated clusters of
different classes, we maximize the distance margin between
the pair (i, j) and (i, k). The expression for distance margin
(ρr) of rth triplet can be written mathematically as -
ρr = (xi − xk)TM(xi − xk)− (xi − xj)TM(xi − xj) (5)
where r ∈ {1, 2, ......, |C|}. |C| is the cardinality of triplet set
C defined in Eq. 4.
53.2.2 Optimization
As mentioned earlier, the aim is to maximize the distance
margin (ρr) with an appropriate regularization. The opti-
mization problem is defined [28] using an exponential loss
function as follow
minimize
M
log(
|C|∑
r=1
exp(−ρr)) + vTr(M)
subject to M  0.
(6)
Here v is a regularizing parameter. The regularizer term
prevents the case where optimization problem leads to
learning an arbitrarily large M to make the exponential loss
zero. Note the in the boosting technique distance metric M
is learned by incrementally adding the rank-one and trace-
one matrices Uk as bases learners. The crucial part of solving
the optimization problem 6 is estimating all basis learners
Uk(k = 1.....K) and the number of such possible U ′s is
infinite. Therefore, instead of directly solving the primal
problem 6, the column generation technique [33] is used,
which finds the approximate solution by estimating the
subset of entire variables set at each step. The new variable
is learned incrementally only if it improves the solution
significantly. The details of the algorithm can be found in
[28].
4 EXPERIMENTS
We conduct various experiments to evaluate the accuracy
and effectiveness of our algorithm. Firstly, we demonstrate
how the defined CQFB feature and the learned embedding
improve the performance of texture classification tasks.
Then we show how to construct a dictionary of distinct
domain signals in the embedding space. In each case, we
compare the performance to those alternatives from abla-
tion studies or prior work. To ensure the comparability of
different methods, the same test data is used for all tested
methods. Our implementations are in Matlab, and we used
the reference code from authors’ websites as appropriate.
Our data are drawn from the TUM texture repository [4].
The dataset has acceleration data corresponding to 69 differ-
ent surface materials. The recording of training and testing
data is done separately by different users. The training
data is recorded by domain experts, whereas testing data
is recorded by subjects unfamiliar with work details. Each
training and testing data contains 690 samples, ten samples
in each class. In the prior work [4], the algorithm is evalu-
ated using 69 different surface materials. The detail of the
data recording procedure is described in [4]. We treat the
samples within a class as equivalent, and randomly pick a
representative every time we need features for a class. For all
experiments below, testing is done on a separately recorded
testing dataset, which is different from the training dataset.
4.1 Classification results
In this section, we show the discriminative power of the
proposed boosted semantic embedding of haptic signals.
Training signals are labeled by their class, and BoostMetric
training triplets are constructed with two samples from a
single class and the third sample from a different one. We
seek to show that classes of signals are easily separable in
Feature Accuracy(%) Accuracy(%) Reference
Without BM With BM
Spectral Peak 12 12 [26]
Spectral frequency 2 4 [26]
Energy Values 43 65 [5]
CQFB(α = 1) 2.5 13 Sec. 3
CQFB(α = 1.8) 60 82 Sec. 3
TABLE 1: Comparison of k-NN classification performance
with different features. The results show the improvement
in classification accuracy for different features when the
BoostMetric(BM) is used in conjunction.
the embedding space and hence perform a better classifica-
tion task: predicting which of the 69 classes an unlabeled
test signal belongs to. From a total of 690 training samples,
we generated a total of 6210 triplets and trained BoostMetric
M with a regularizing parameter v = 10−7 in Eq. 6, for 3000
iterations.
Our work rests on two key contributions: (a) the
CQFB(Constant Q-factor bandwidth) features that cap-
ture salient features of the acceleration data, and (b) the
BoostMetric-based feature transform that further enhances
separability of signals in the projected space. To demonstrate
the individual role of each of these factors to the overall
efficacy of the method, we conduct various ablation studies
in which we choose different features, or omit the metric
embedding, or both. The results for the classification of
unseen test signals with different features are given in
Table 1. In the first experimentation, Our boosted features
use only a simple k-NN (k = 3) classifier, to highlight the
advantages of the features alone. The classification perfor-
mance of various other classifiers is presented later in the
section.
Table 1 shows the comparison of k-NN classification per-
formance with different features from prior work, in original
feature space, and in the learned boosted embedding space.
Experimentation is done for various feature dimension, and
the best accuracy is reported for each feature in the Table 1.
As we can see, some of the features such as spectral peak,
spectral frequency cannot capture the hidden features of
the data well. Note that the CQFB feature with constant
bandwidth (α = 1) also fails to capture the complexity
of underlying data. This is expected, as the discriminating
power is better at a lower frequency, and by using an equal
bandwidth filter, we lose signal feature by capturing lower
frequency components at a low resolution. Using a variable
bandwidth CQFB feature, accuracy improves significantly
(from 2.5% to 60%). This further validates the significance
of using CQFB feature in the classification task. As we can
see from Table 1, BoostMetric consistently improves k-NN
classification accuracy for most of the features, and the best
accuracy is achieved with the combination of the CQFB
feature and boosted embedding.
For comparison, we also present accuracies with a vari-
ety of other features and classification methods from prior
work. Table 2 reports various other classifier’s results and
its comparison from related work by Strese et al. [4]. In
[4], authors present the classification results of Naive Bayes
classifier and Decision Tree with several features. Note that
all unimodal features which are obtained from acceleration
data alone have low accuracy (≤ 39%), and the accuracy
6Feature Data Type Dimension Naive Bayes (%) Decision Tree (%) Reference
LPC Coefficients Acc 10 5 4 [4], [17]
Spectral Peaks Acc 5 9 9 [4], [26]
Standard Roughness Acc 1 11 10 [4], [19]
Energy Values Acc 30 29 30 [4], [5]
Spectrogram Acc 125 39 29 [4], [9]
AIH, AMTR, SIH Acc, Img
ICOA, IG, FM Snd, Frc 6 74 67 [4]
CQFB(α = 1.8) Acc 11 72 69 Our method
TABLE 2: Comparison of classification performance of our approach and related work by Strese et al. [4]. The results
of related work is taken from the corresponding paper [4]. Some abbreviation used are as follows: Acc (acceleration),
Img (Image), Snd (sound), Frc (friction), CQFB(Constant Q-factor filter bank), AMTR (Acceleration movement temporal
roughness), SIH (Sound Impact Hardness), IG (Image Glossiness), FM (friction feature), AIH (acceleration impact hardness),
ICOA (Image coarseness of average gray level).
(a) (b)
Fig. 3: Performance of K-NN classifier in Euclidean and boosted embedding space as a function of the CQFB feature
dimension. The second figure shows the increment in the classification accuracy in embedded space over Euclidean space
for different classifiers. The black circle in each incremental curve denotes the dimension at which we obtained the best
classification result. The best accuracy attained by different classifiers are as follow - Decision tree (72% at feature dimension
10), Adaboost (54%, dimension 12), Random Forest classifier (86%, dimension 11), Linear SVM (78%, dimension 13), RBF
kernel SVM (70%, dimension 10).
improves to 74% for Naive Bayes classifier and 67% for
Decision Tree only when other modalities of data are used
for features extraction. In contrast, CQFB feature augmented
by boosted embedding technique yields promising results
only with acceleration data and is beaten marginally only
by the method that resorts to other modalities to improve
recognition.
Further, we compare in Fig. 3 the performance of learned
distance metric with the baseline Euclidean distance metric
for classification task across various features dimensions
using the CQFB feature. It can be observed that by use of
BoostMetric improves the accuracy of the KNN classifier
significantly. In Fig. 3b we study the same for other types of
classifiers that one may select. As we can see in Fig. 3b, the
classification performance of all classifiers improves in the
embedding space. This validates that the learned distance
metric is much more effective in improving the separability
of data than the Euclidean metric.
We visualize the embedding space (projected to 2D
using t-SNE [34]) in Figure 4, with just randomly chosen
ten classes out of 69 for clarity. On the left (a), we see
constant bandwidth CQFB features (α = 1) fail to recover
the underlying data structure. In the middle (b), variable
bandwidth CQFB features form clear class-based clusters,
but they are fairly diffused, and it is easy to see how a
simple classifier can confuse similar classes near their class
boundaries. On the right (c), BoostMetric induces more
compact clusters with low intra-class variance, but high
inter-class separation. Classes are much better separable in
Fig. 4c.
4.2 Haptic texture discrimination
In this section we evaluate the performance of learned
embedding in discriminating surface materials using ac-
celeration data. We measure discriminability of two sur-
face materials as the average number of triplet (xi, xj , xk)
comparisons which satisfies the constraints (dM (xi, xj) <
dM (xi, xk)). We define dissimilarity index pbc for each ma-
terial pair (b, c) as follow:
7(a) (b) (c)
Fig. 4: Illustrating improved separability of classes due to the choice of CQFB feature and BoostMetric embedding. Different
symbols and colors indicate different materials. Features are projected onto 2D space using t-SNE plot, (a) Constant
bandwidth feature (CQFB features with α = 1), (b) Variable bandwidth feature (CQFB features with α = 1.8) and (c)
Variable bandwidth feature (CQFB features with α = 1.8) projected after embedding.
(a) (b) (c)
Fig. 5: Confusion matrix (69×69 matrix) while discriminating different texture pairs obtained with (a) Euclidean metric, (b)
BoostMetric, and (c) Perceptual ground truth obtained from human perceptual judgment as provided in [4]. Darker spots
indicate more confusion in distinguishing a pair of textures. The matrix shows many indistinguishable textures pairs in
the Euclidean space. BoostMetric improves the separability of surface textures and surpasses even human distinguishing
capability. Many texture pairs (such as brick (index = 8) and granite (index = 10)) that are difficult to discriminate by touch
are readily distinguishable by BoostMetric, while some texture pairs (plastic mesh (index = 4) and carpet (index = 36) ) that
are easy to discriminate by a human were more challenging for BoostMetric.
pbc =
|S|
|Cbc| ;S = {(xi, xj , xk)|dM (xi, xj) < dM (xi, xk)}
(7)
where (xi, xj , xk) is a triplet constructed from two sig-
nals xi and xj of same class b, and xk from different
class c and Cbc is a set of all possible triplets constructed
from signals of class b and c without any constraint on
the distance. The distance dM (xi, xj) is measured using
equation 3. The dissimilarity index (pbc) is a measure of the
probability of distinguishing two materials in the embedded
space using the learned distance matrix M . A small value of
the dissimilarity index indicates a more confusing material-
pair. Figure 5 shows the confusion matrix obtained using
our model with CQFB features and employing the proposed
embedding technique. The darker spots in the confusion
matrix indicate more confusion in distinguishing texture-
pairs. As we can see, materials are better separable in the
embedded space than in the Euclidean space. The overall
discrimination error is obtained by finding the mean of the
confusion index of all material pairs. The average discrim-
ination error in separating a material-pair using Euclidean
metric and BoostMetric are 7.10% and 3.76%, respectively,
substantiating the usefulness of BoostMetric embedding. To
quantitatively compare similarities between the estimated
confusion matrices and the ground-truth confusion matrix
(which is an identity matrix), we use RV-coefficient [35],
[36]. The RV-coefficient is the two dimensional extension of
Pearson correlation coefficient and it measures the similarity
between two spatial patterns (say, square matrices S1 and
S2). The coefficient takes a value between zero and one with
a value close to one indicating a high degree of similarity
between two patterns. If θ defines the correlation angle, it is
given as
θ = arccosRV (S1, S2) = arccos
 tr(ST1 S2)√
tr(ST1 S1)
√
tr(ST2 S2)

(8)
and for a good similarity with the ground truth the angle
θ should be close to zero. The corresponding computed
values of correlation angle θ from Fig. 5 are (i) 8.3◦ for
Euclidean metric, (ii) 5.2◦ for the Boost metric and (iii) 5.4◦
for the human perception. This shows that the proposed
8Fig. 6: Visualization of 69 haptic textures represented by
class centroid (cluster center of CQFB features) projected on
2D space using MDS (multidimensional scaling). The red
circles show nine most distant class centroid chosen out of
69 classes using the farthest point sampling method.
boost metric performs better than the Euclidean metric and
is relatively closer to the human perception.
Further, we evaluate our model by comparing its per-
formance with actual human subject performance in dis-
criminating haptic textures. For human perceptual similarity
feedback, we have used the similarity matrix SH provided
by authors in [4]. Each element SH(i, j) denotes the number
of subjects (out of 30) having perceived different materials i
and j to be similar and clubbed them into the same group.
In other words, each element in the matrix SH indicates the
confusion in separating two materials apart. We compute
the average error made by a person in distinguishing a pair
of materials to be 3.22% from [4]. However, the combination
of the CQFB feature and our embedding technique yields
3.76% which is very close to human error. This shows that
the proposed technique mimics human subject behavior
closely. It may be noted that none of the methods, including
the proposed one, considers the human perceptual limita-
tion in its measure. Human perception is limited by the
JND (just noticeable difference), while the computational
methods leave no room for the incorporation of JND in the
learned metric. The inclusion of human perceptual limita-
tions in terms of JND in the distance metric learning process
will definitely increase its usability. Next, we demonstrate
the suitability of our approach in designing a vocabulary of
most distinct haptic textures utilizing their representation in
the embedded space.
4.3 Haptic Vocabulary Design
Given a signal set X = {x1, x2, x3, ...., xm}, we need to
chose a subset S of k signals which are farthest apart from
each other. Thus out of possible m haptic icons, we need to
select k of them to build a vocabulary so that this subset
of icons has better discriminability among themselves. Gen-
erally, choosing such a subset S is an NP-hard problem,
and it requires the knowledge of how to compute the
mutual distances. One can approximate this combinatorially
difficult subset selection problem by greedy algorithms such
as farthest point sampling method [37]. In the furthest point
sampling method, an initial point is chosen randomly, and
Fig. 7: Comparison of discrimination error for different
vocabulary subset constructed using the proposed method
and for randomly selected subset.
the farthest candidate point in the signal set X is selected
iteratively. In each iteration, the algorithm selects the point
which maximizes the minimum distance from the elements
of the subset.
In order to build a vocabulary from the given texture
dataset, we need to have a representative signal for each
class. One may choose any random signal from the class or
class centroid as a class representative. The class centroid
is the cluster center of CQFB features for the available
ten acceleration signals of given surface material. In this
study, we represent each class by the class centroid as it
better depicts the distribution of signals in the class as
compared to any randomly chosen signal. However, the
class centroid may not be the true representation of the class
in the presence of outliers or if the class variance is high.
To circumvent such issues, high-variance classes may be
removed before selecting a set of most distinct signals using
furthest point sampling. The method requires solving the
following optimization problem for each candidate signal
xi until |S| = k.
max
S⊂X
(
min
i6=l
xl∈S
xi∈X\S
dM (xi, xl)
)
(9)
Iteratively, we add one sample from set X into set S and
compute pairwise distances of all points in S to the points
in X . The point with the maximum, minimum distance is
selected and added into set S. Although the furthest point
sampling approach works well with our dataset, it is quite
inefficient for a larger dataset because, in every iteration,
it requires the computation of distances among all pairs of
samples. However, given the fact that the vocabulary has to
be designed only once, it does not pose any undue burden.
The algorithm is a greedy one; the set of selected points also
depends on the initial points chosen. In our case, the initially
chosen points are the most distant sample pair from set X .
To evaluate the effectiveness of our vocabulary, we com-
pare the discrimination error of built vocabulary and the
randomly selected subset of the same size. We compute the
discrimination error using the eq. 7. Further, to evaluate the
robustness of our method across different vocabulary sizes,
9we construct a vocabulary of different sizes and compare
its discriminability again with the randomly selected subset.
Fig 7 shows the average discrimination error for the selected
subset using our method is significantly lesser than the
randomly selected subset across different vocabulary sizes.
5 CONCLUSIONS
In this work, we have presented a framework for the
discriminative analysis of haptic textures using a learned
distance metric. We have proposed a new set of hand-crafted
features to represent haptic textures, which enable us to dis-
criminate real-world surface textures. Further, we learned
semantic embedding on the feature space using class-based
supervision to improve separability between haptic signals.
We found that our method outperforms the state-of-the-
art method by a large margin in classification tasks when
only the single-exploration acceleration data is used. The
extensive experimentation shows how embedding in feature
space improves the classification, clustering, and texture
discrimination performances. Further, we demonstrate how
to build a vocabulary of haptic signals that could potentially
be used for haptic communication. Currently, our work does
not take into account human perceptual limitations. Our
future work will include this important aspect of capturing
JND (just noticeable difference) of human subjects while
computing the distance metric.
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